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By now, the low-carb diet’The low-carb universe Dr. Fat doesn’t all made equal&#151;and how you should
be eating, to lose weight and optimize your wellbeing, now and for the long term.t lose weight.s refrain is a
familiar 1:Bread is harmful to you. Atkins brought into getting continues to expand. Low-carb diet
programs, from South Beach to the Zone and beyond, remain the go-to method for weight-loss for millions.
The foods we misleadingly make reference to as &#147; Colin Campbell (writer of The China Research and
Entire) outlines where (and how) the low-carb proponents fail: where the belief that carbohydrates are
poor came from, and just why it persists despite all the evidence to the contrary.carbs” and an focus on
meat and excess fat for calories. Also the latest diet trend, the Paleo diet, is certainly&#151;despite its
increased concentrate on (some) whole foods&#151;and treating them this way has major consequences
for our nutritional well-being.In The Low-Carb Fraud, longtime leader in the dietary science field T.
advertising may differ, but they all share two crucial elements: the condemnation of &#147; These diet
programs’carbs” aren’t matter.just another variation on the same carbohydrate fears.If you’re considering
a low-carb diet, browse this e-book first. It'll change how you consider what you eat&#151; Carbs will be
the real reason you can’
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 Complex carbs like those within whole grains are very healthy.? I was extremely disappointed in this
publication by Colin Campbell. Indepent researchers have been through his entire data arranged for the
China Research and found exactly the opposing of what he's trying to promote. I have already been eating
Whole Foods Plant Based for nearly a year and also have lost over 90 pounds and feel good. Therefore I'm
a convert to this way of life.However, this book is misleading, a huge missed chance, and a rip-off, for me.
First, the reserve is tiny. I've attached an image of the physical publication, which is smaller when compared
to a normal book in dimensions and extremely thin on top of that. And, it is very comfortable with very
much cholesterol intake (eggs and occasional complete fat dairy products). So, why Campbell comes up with
carbohydrates making up 70% of total calorie consumption and fat only 10% in the meantime, the plant
structured low-carb diet comes up with inverse ratios? Our pancreas is made for seasonal crazy fruit like
variety of berries and a uncommon treasure find of honey, not a daily, constant eating the plethora of
carbohydrate incarnations.While Campbell leans on a 2013 large research that demonstrated a large upsurge
in overall mortality rate associated with low-carb diet, he ignored an equally large study in 2010 2010 that
obviously differentiated between animal-based and plant-based ones. I did low carb for approximately six
years (I'd usually lose 20 pounds and just sit generally there and eventually go off, gain it back, repeat
advertisement nauseum). This study confirmed the animal-centered low-carb diet plan higher mortality rate.

So I was hoping for some proof to convince them usually. You won't find it here.Finally, to the business
enterprise and marketing people and Campbell himself. Eating such large amounts of animal protein and fat
are harmful. Furthermore, I'd read "Great Calories, Bad Calories" years ago, and it's extremely convincing.
I was glad to visit a rebuttal made and found Campbell's points interesting and good to learn, though they
did come off as fairly biased.I realize that Campbell, and others authors, have written on these topics, but
I'm not likely to hand someone an entire library. Campbell writes. And what the federal government actually
suggested (that was a compromise) was 30% fat, which is still "high", regarding to Campbell. Furthermore,
studies that Taubes quotes that compare "low fat" to "low carbohydrate" aren't truly "low fat" (like 30%)
therefore the results are meaningless. And the carbs Taubes villifies are refined carbs (extracted sugars
and starches), not whole grain complicated carbs. T. Those are good points. So then how does a 10%
unwanted fat diet fare?That's all well and great so far, but that's where this tiny reserve ends. There is
so very much missing that should be in a book called "LOW CARBOHYDRATE Fraud". a low-fat diet plan. Is
there any evidence that it's a good thing? The Low-Carb Fraud should be retitled “The Atkins Fraud” When
Campbell targets low-carb diets he really targets only the Atkins diet plan and its own close descendants
including: Mary Dan and Michael Eades’ “Proteins Power” (1995), Barry Sears “Enter the Zone” (1995),
Peter D’Amato’s “Eat Best for Your Type” (1997). Campbell says issue carbs are refined carbs, like
sugar.Much too short and is missing any substantive argument against low carbohydrate! But he throws
that out there and then hardly ever presents any arguments or evidence to support this.2. Not anecdotal,
like "the Mayans ate sweet potatoes and the healthiest Chinese consume large quantities of rice". There is
just nothing to support this POV in this publication. At all. As a top US researcher who was involved in many
of the results and committees that Taubes quotes and/or denigrates, I could understand Campbell wanting
to set the record straight. This, too, is approved over as confirmed. Again, no proof is provided whatsoever
to support this claim. Short and concise, it details how the biased pseudo-scientific case for low-carb and
Paleo diet programs is built and why it's just basic wrong. It's nearly a grumbled aside. We NEED a book
that fully addresses and clears the "low carb" question once and for all, a thing that will at least make low
carbers think hard. Low fat. Campbell repeatedly complains that TRUE "zero fat" is usually 10% of calories

not the 30% of calories most studies use as their regular, therefore those studies are meaningless.4. It's
much more likely our ancestors ate like chimps perform today. There's no ACTUAL EVIDENCE right here,
which is what I needed. Why do we need to proceed that low? What's wrong with fats exactly? He simply
knows what he's talking about and has a way of delivering the info which makes me want to listen. The



brain requires a fair quantity of extra fat and cholesterol to function. Okay.Just as Campbell accuses Gary
Taubes to cherry pick the data (Taubes bundles almost all carbs with sugars as being bad for you), Campbell
does a similar with low-carb diets (merging the healthy plant-based ones with the less healthy animal-based
ones). Any evidence, or even anecdotal stories, about its hazards? What's so bad about it exactly? Nope.
Nothing.Excuse me! Skip it. A later study (PURE 2017) obviously files the superiority of general low-carb
diets vs. I'm sorry. I thought this reserve was actually likely to make an argument against low carb eating.
Apparently not.Essentially the argument Taubes makes is that "the federal government recommended low
fat, so everyone did that for years and it only produced us fatter and sicker". This material should have
been summarized and provided in a apparent, conclusive way in this book, perhaps if only in an effort to
make it book duration.3. Something, I dare say, like Taubes "Good Calories, Bad Calories". For the reason
that feeling, Taubes provides trounced Campbell soundly.Essentially what this is is Campbell's refuting (ie
ranting) against "Very good Calories, Bad Calories" simply by Gary Taubes. This feels as though a lecture
Campbell provided that was hastily placed into book form to create money off the WFPB hype. Next time,
maybe try making it an actual book. It's a great book! This book is right to the idea! Loren Cordain’s “The
Paleo Diet” (2002), Arthur Agatson’s “South Beach Diet (2005), and Eric Westman’s “The New Atkins for
a New You” (2010). I'm healthier than I've ever been, I look and feel younger and I'm actually content.

Humans are built for intermittent fasting and an extremely low carbohydrate diet... We was glad to learn
this book because somebody needed to tell the reality about low carbohydrate diets. The press will print
anything if it helps them sell their websites. I was pleased to read that somebody as respected and
prominent as Dr. Next, Campbell has a short chapter debunking the Paleo idea. Colin Campbell took on the
task. Low carb diets, regardless of what they are called, are ruining people's health, because are desperate
to lose weight. But they need to learn about whole foods, plant-based consuming for true weight reduction
and restoration of wellness, as advocated by Dr. Campbell and various other prominent physicians. Based on
mentioned references such a low fat intake isn't good for you, especially for your brain. Brief and concise,
it details how the biased pseudo-scientific ... How is certainly this convincing to anyone? From the nutrition
researcher with a half-century career, I think I could trust this.1. You will breeze through it in a few
hours. Each one of these diets rely intensely on animal fat and proteins and restrict carbohydrates.Campbell
considers those diets “frauds” because they restrict healthy complex carbohydrates (fruits, vegetables,
fiber) and encourage harmful more than animal fat and proteins. Campbell also hammers at the journalist
Gary Taubes (“Good Calories Bad Calorie consumption” (2008)) for criticizing the high carb diet as entirely
poor by lumping all carbohydrates as unhealthy rather than narrowing his criticism to basic carbohydrates
(sugars) and departing healthful complex carbohydrates alone.Nevertheless, nowadays there are very
healthy plant-based low-carb diet plans (that Campbell ignores). The primary advocates consist of: Steven
Gundry “The Plant Paradox” (2017), David Perlmutter “Grain Mind” (2013) and “Brain Maker” (2015),
Joseph Mercola “Fat for Fuel” (2017). Thanks so very much!The plant based low-carb diet plan and Campbell
both concur that nearly all your nutrient should come from plants. Also, they are convergent. They all
advocate a plant-fat foundation, plus they restrict animal protein and fat.As a diet researcher, Campbell
must have recognized this distinction between animal-based and plant-based low-carb diets since large
studies about them had been published in 2010 2010, four years before he published this publication. And,
their nutrition protocols are based on extensive peer-reviewed research. I actually listened to the audio
reserve, that was astonishingly short, just a few hours.The difference may be the plant based low-carb diet
emphasizes plants rich in fats such as for example avocado, nuts, olives. In addition, it emphasizes oils such

as olive oil and coconut oil. However it's priced, in paperback and kindle, just like a regular book. McDougall
are also instrumental in my achievement (and fun to read).In other portion of the book, Campbell does a
good job in dismantling comparative studies demonstrating the merit of two different versions of the
Mediterranean diet vs. EASILY handed this reserve to someone you care about, it would run into as a



biased rant. Meanwhile, when you look under the hood all three diet programs had a similar component of
fat (around 37% to 41%) and were not at all representative of a genuine plant centered high-carb and low-
fat diet (10%).Campbell advocates a true low-fat high-carb diet plan (Dean Ornish) is connected with only
10% body fat. Great book! This is not resolved at all! Well, what about individuals who have actually done low
carbohydrate for long periods?I paid attention to this reserve on the path to a family group reunion, hoping
to get some talking points. Nearly all my family is on low carbohydrate and they think it's the healthiest
method of eating. But, it also confirmed the significantly lower mortality price of the plant-based low-carb
diet.? low-fat diet plans regarding overall mortality rate (contradicting the results of the 2013 study
Campbell relied upon).In a later on chapter, Campbell dismantles the Paleo diet. First, he advances that
fossil records don't allow us to estimate what our ancestors ate. Second, why would we take their diet
plan as a proxy of long lifespan, whenever we know they suffered very short lifespan? In sum: there's little
proof ancient man was mainly meat-centered.Both Gundry (“Plant Paradox”) and Perlmutter (“Grain Mind”),
two leading plant-based low-carb advocates have a different take on the Paleolithic. They consider our DNA
dates back to before the primary agricultural revolution that occurred 10,000 years back. And, agriculture
cultivated grains and crops that people do not digest well causing leaky gut syndrome (at the building blocks
of most other diseases). Considering that, they both recommend a diet plan that excludes all grains. The no-

grain concept is usually another very materials divergence between Gundry & Perlmutter vs. Campbell.
Additionally, Gundry introduces the idea of lectins (toxic proteins) that triggers him to restrict intake of
the nightshade vegetables. Campbell isn't aware of lectins.In conclusion, Campbell ignores so many tenets of
low carbohydrate diets (healthy plant fat, no grains, zero lectins) that his rant against low-carb diets must
have been retitled “The Atkins Fraud.” Great service Fast shipping and great reading! All authors possess
credible qualifications (doctor, neurologist, nutritionist). A great, quick read An excellent introductory
"program" on the dangerous fallacies of the low-carb movement. For an excellent, eye-opening experience,
also read "The China Research" and "Whole" by the same writer. Reading these books and adopting a whole-
food, plant-based lifestyle has changed my entire life for the better. It's a great book! Other authors like
Dr C. Esselstyn, Dr N. Barnard and Dr J. Those are huge variations between the two camps. Horrifying
malpractice. :) Its a Trap That is from the same guy that wrote the China Research, one of the most
debunked, manipulative and damaging books of recent years. First, i want to say that I examine and liked
"The China Research" (Campbell), "The Starch Solution" (McDougall), "How Never to Die" (Gregor), and
"Prevent and Reverse CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE" (Esselstyn). This is a fraud, alright. Not what the
author is suggesting. I desire someone had explained about this super easy way to a wholesome life years
ago. Horrifying malpractice. Finally, someone tells the reality. There is certainly a reason why our ancestors
sucked the bone marrow out of lengthy bones and ate organ meats while leaving the muscle tissue meat
behind. More important: is its failed promise and missed opportunity. As a medical doctor, I am appalled that
somebody can buy a PhD, live to the advanced age and have no brain power to evaluate the proof before
them. Paid by Kellogg's, perhaps? Unfathomable. Listen to this guy I'd read every phrase Dr. As Campbell
highlights, very few people truly ATE zero fat in those days, despite government suggestions. No
description is given. Five Stars Very good read! The book was clean with no damage at all.
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